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Abstract
Automatic Essay Scoring (AES) is a well-established educational pursuit that employs machine learning to evaluate student-authored essays. While much effort has been made in this area, current research primarily focuses on either (i) boosting the predictive accuracy of an AES model for a specific prompt (i.e., developing prompt-specific models), which often heavily relies on the use of the labeled data from the same target prompt; or (ii) assessing the applicability of AES models developed on non-target prompts to the intended target prompt (i.e., developing the AES models in a cross-prompt setting). Given the inherent bias in machine learning and its potential impact on marginalized groups, it is imperative to investigate whether such bias exists in current AES methods and, if identified, how it intervenes with an AES model’s accuracy and generalizability. Thus, our study aimed to uncover the intricate relationship between an AES model’s accuracy, fairness, and generalizability, contributing practical insights for developing effective AES models in real-world education. To this end, we meticulously selected nine prominent AES methods and evaluated their performance using seven distinct metrics on an open-sourced dataset, which contains over 25,000 essays and various demographic information about students such as gender, English language learner status, and economic status. Through extensive evaluations, we demonstrated that: (1) prompt-specific models tend to outperform their cross-prompt counterparts in terms of predictive accuracy; (2) prompt-specific models frequently exhibit a greater bias towards students of different economic statuses compared to cross-prompt models; (3) in the pursuit of generalizability, traditional machine learning models (e.g., SVM) coupled with carefully engineered features hold greater potential for achieving both high accuracy and fairness than complex neural network models.

Introduction
In education, writing is a prevalent pedagogical practice employed by teachers and instructors to enhance student learning (Defazio et al. 2010). Yet, the timely evaluation of students’ essays or responses represents a formidable challenge, consuming considerable time and cognitive effort for educators. Recognizing the need to alleviate this burden, Automatic Essay Scoring (AES) has emerged, which refers to the process of using machine learning techniques to evaluate and assign scores to student-authored essays or responses (Chodorow and Burstein 2004). By automating this assessment process, educators can better focus on refining their teaching strategies, ultimately enabling a more efficient and effective learning experience for students.

Given the significant potential of AES, substantial efforts have been directed towards this field (Larkey 1998; Mittsakaki and Kukich 2004; Chen and He 2013; McNamara et al. 2015). It is important to highlight that a common objective shared among existing AES investigations is the pursuit of optimal predictive accuracy, i.e., correctly assessing and assigning scores to essays as many as possible. For instance, an early study (Zesch, Wojatjki, and Scholten-Akoun 2015) enhanced the training of an AES model based on Support Vector Machine (SVM) through a comprehensive feature set encompassing key linguistic attributes crucial for essay quality assessment (e.g., word n-gram features, cohesion features, and syntax features). The advancements in deep neural networks have spurred endeavors to further elevate predictive accuracy (Taghipour and Ng 2016; Alikaniotis, Yannakoudakis, and Rei 2016). These range from crafting dedicated scoring models based on different neural network architectures (e.g., Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)) to harnessing pre-trained large language models (e.g., BERT (Devlin et al. 2019)). Noteworthy is that the aforementioned accuracy-focused studies were frequently operated within the prompt-specific context, i.e., the AES models were developed and evaluated using labeled data exclusive to the intended target prompt. Nevertheless, obtaining such labeled data may not always be feasible, given its potential scarcity or the significant expenses and time required for its preparation. This has led to a recent trend in AES that centers on augmenting model generalizability in a cross-prompt setting, i.e., building AES models based on pre-existing data sourced from non-target prompt and subsequently assessing their applicability to the desired target prompt (Jin et al. 2018; Ridley et al. 2020; Li, Chen, and Nie 2020).

While significant progress has been made, current research falls short in offering comprehensive insights to real-world educators on effectively balancing various factors crucial for constructing effective AES models. For instance, though the generalizability of cross-prompt models is a de-
sirable trait to have, it is not the only trait that educators consider when determining which model they should use in practice. If the predictive accuracy of a cross-prompt model significantly lags behind that of a prompt-specific model, educators might favor the prompt-specific model, even when they acknowledge the associated costs of preparing tailored training data. However, the comparison between prompt-specific and cross-prompt AES models regarding their predictive accuracy remains largely unexplored in the existing literature. Beyond accuracy and generalizability, the predictive fairness of AES models has garnered increasing attention from educators. Here, predictive fairness entails ensuring that the essay score predictions generated by an AES model are impartial and unbiased across diverse student groups characterized by varying sensitive attributes such as gender and age. Undoubtedly, any bias hidden behind machine learning models can lead to unfair and discriminatory outcomes towards students, and thus should be addressed. Despite its recognized significance, the fairness of AES methods has received limited investigation within existing studies.

Hence, this study aimed to systematically investigate the intricate relationship between an AES model’s accuracy and fairness, and generalizability, shedding light on practical insights for real-world educators to develop effective AES models to better support their teaching practices. Formally, this study was guided by the following two Research Questions:

**RQ1** What is the performance difference between the prompt-specific and cross-prompt AES methods in terms of predictive accuracy?

**RQ2** What is the performance difference between the prompt-specific and cross-prompt AES methods in terms of predictive fairness?

To answer the RQs, we chose a publicly available dataset consisting of over 25,000 argumentative essays with holistic essay scores from 15 distinct prompts. Notably, this dataset provides various demographic details pertaining to students, including gender, economic status, disability status, English language learner status, and race. This rich dataset facilitated our exploration of AES model biases through various demographic lenses. To ensure a comprehensive evaluation, we extensively reviewed the existing AES literature and selected nine prominent methods in the field, with five from the prompt-specific category and four from the cross-prompt category. Subsequently, we replicated all nine methods and evaluated their accuracy and fairness measured by seven different metrics. The details are provided in Section Methods. We have publicly released our code¹.

In summary, this study contributed to the AES literature with the following main findings and insights:

- Prompt-specific models tend to outperform their cross-prompt counterparts, with the performance gap ranging from 18.06% to 25.61% depending on the evaluation metrics used;
- In the cross-prompt setting, simple models (e.g., those based on well-investigated machine learning models like SVM) often excel in adequately identifying the characteristics of quality essays compared to complex models based on deep neural networks;
- Students’ economic status emerges as the major attribute which frequently suffers from the predictive bias of existing AES models;
- Prompt-specific models frequently exhibit more bias towards students of different economic statuses compared to cross-prompt models;
- In the pursuit of generalizability, traditional machine learning models with carefully handcrafted features can achieve both high accuracy and fairness.

**Related Work**

**Automatic Essay Scoring**

The AES studies that are most relevant to our work can be broadly categorized into two groups, namely prompt-specific and cross-prompt, as briefly summarized below.

**Prompt-specific AES.** The initial explorations within this category predominantly relied on traditional machine learning techniques such as Bayesian Linear Regression, \(\nu\)-SVM, and Random Forests (RF) (Rudner and Liang 2002; Cosma, Rutnaru, and Ionescu 2018; Chen and He 2013). To equip an AES model with the ability to accurately evaluate the quality of an essay, these studies often placed significant emphasis on the manual crafting of meaningful textual features as input to train the model. For instance, (Zesch, Wojatzki, and Scholten-Akoun 2015) empowered the training of a SVM-based scoring model by engineering an extensive set of linguistic features, encompassing critical aspects such as essay length, syntax, and coherence. Inspired by the strides made in deep learning techniques to address diverse natural language processing challenges, several studies have been dedicated to applying these methodologies to tackle AES (Taghipour and Ng 2016; Dong and Zhang 2016; Dong, Zhang, and Yang 2017; Tay et al. 2018). In contrast to traditional machine learning models, deep learning models dispense with the need for hand-crafted features, proficiently extracting such features from raw textual data. The focus of these deep learning studies often centers on the use of diverse deep neural network architectures that are adept at capturing distinct textual attributes within essays to facilitate subsequent grading. For example, CNNs are harnessed to discern local textual dependencies, while LSTM networks are employed to capture sequential dependencies (Taghipour and Ng 2016). Hierarchical network structures are used to capture both word-level and sentence-level dependencies (Dong and Zhang 2016); and attention mechanisms are deployed to pinpoint pivotal words or sentences crucial for determining essay quality (Dong, Zhang, and Yang 2017). Besides, the recent advancements in pre-trained large language models (e.g., BERT (Devlin et al. 2019)) have spurred researchers to leverage these cutting-edge tools for automating essay assessment (Rodriguez, Jafari, and Ormerod 2019; Yang et al. 2020; Mizumoto and Eguchi 2023).

¹https://github.com/CarsonYang518/AAAI24-AES-AFG
Cross-prompt AES. The common assumption held by this strand of studies is that, though the labeled data pertinent to the target prompt is unavailable to train a prompt-specific model, the quality of an essay can somewhat be revealed by features that are important across all prompts (e.g., the number of grammatical errors contained in the essay). Therefore, these studies often endeavored to craft such features to empower the training of an AES model (Zesch, Wojatzki, and Scholten-Akoun 2015; Ridley et al. 2020). For example, (Zesch, Wojatzki, and Scholten-Akoun 2015) engineered weakly prompt-dependent features from 13 categories including the number of grammar errors, type-token-ratio, and readability score to train a SVM-based scoring model, whose predictive accuracy was up to 0.6856 measured by the metric of Quadratic Weighted Kappa (QWK). Building on top of this idea, (Jin et al. 2018) further proposed that the model built using the weakly prompt-dependent features could be used to accurately assign scores to certain essays, i.e., those receiving extremely high or low scores, and these essays together with their predicted scores can be used to further train a prompt-specific model. Specifically, (Jin et al. 2018) first trained a RankSVM model (Joachims 2002) powered by weakly prompt-dependent features based on the labeled data collected from non-target prompts. Then, the RankSVM model was employed to identify a set of essays that were of extremely high or low scores from the target prompt, which were further used as input to train a prompt-specific model based on two-layer LSTM neural networks. Similar studies were presented in (Liu and Ding 2021; Li, Chen, and Nie 2020).

Despite substantial endeavors aimed at bolstering the generalizability of AES models, a comprehensive evaluation and comparison of the predictive accuracy disparity between cross-prompt models and prompt-specific counterparts remain absent in existing studies. This unavoidably hinders educators from understanding the inherent trade-off between accuracy and generalizability they might encounter when devising real-world AES models. More importantly, none of the aforementioned studies have undertaken an evaluation of the fairness aspect of existing AES models.

Fair Machine Learning in Education

Given the important role played by machine learning in supporting teaching and learning, an increasing amount of attention has been given to the predictive bias of machine learning techniques used in education. According to a recent survey (Li et al. 2023), there have been only 49 peer-reviewed empirical papers on this topic published after 2010. These papers mostly centered around the tasks such as predicting students’ course performance or their likelihood of dropping out from a course. To our knowledge, there are only two papers that diagnosed the predictive bias displayed by AES models, even though the importance of this task has been pointed out as early as in 2012 (Williamson, Xi, and Breyer 2012). Specifically, (Litman et al. 2021) evaluated the fairness of three prompt-specific models, i.e., one based on the RF model with handcrafted features, one based on CNN-LSTM-Attention with textual features, and one based on CNN-LSTM-Attention with hybrid features. Nonetheless, this study is limited in that it did not include any cross-prompt models and the findings were derived based on a private dataset consisting of data from only one prompt, which inherently hinders their reproducibility and generalizability in similar scenarios. In contrast, we delivered a more comprehensive evaluation by including nine prominent methods that encompass both the prompt-specific and cross-prompt settings, and the evaluation was based on a larger-scale public dataset collected from 15 distinct prompts. Additionally, (Doewes et al. 2022) measured individual fairness in AES while our work focused on group fairness.

Methods

Datasets

A major obstacle hindering the exploration of fair AES is the absence of demographic information within widely used datasets for AES research. To our knowledge, only two public datasets contain students’ demographic information: the ELLIPSE Corpus and the PERSUADE 2.0 corpus. For our evaluation, we chose the PERSUADE 2.0 corpus due to its larger dataset size, approximately five times that of the ELLIPSE Corpus. This will adequately fulfill the requirements of training data quantity for AES models based deep learning techniques, as described in Section Models.

The PERSUADE 2.0 corpus originally consists of over 25,000 argumentative essays written by students from 6th to 12th grade in the US for 15 different prompts (Crossley et al. 2022). The holistic essay scores, which serve as the ground truth for this study’s predictions, were assigned by human raters who underwent training on a scoring rubric employed in the standardized Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) in the US. These holistic scores span from 1 to 6, denoting low to high quality, with increments of 1. Importantly, the dataset encompasses five demographic attributes of the students, including gender (male vs. female), race/ethnicity (e.g., White, Asian, Black), economic status (economically disadvantaged vs. non-economically disadvantaged), English language learner status (native English speakers vs. non-native English speakers), and disability status (students with disabilities and those without). All these demographic attributes were considered to address RQ2. The details of the dataset are described in (Crossley et al. 2023).

Models

Following prior research (Tay et al. 2018; Ridley et al. 2020; Jin et al. 2018; Cozma, Butnaru, and Ionescu 2018; Yang et al. 2020), we treated the prediction of an essay’s score as a regression problem. To ensure a comprehensive evaluation, we conducted an extensive review on the existing AES literature, after which we chose five representative prompt-specific methods, as described below:

- SVM (Full) (Zesch, Wojatzki, and Scholten-Akoun 2015), which aims to adequately empower the training of a SVM-based scoring model by carefully engineering a comprehensive set of features from raw essay text. The authors distinguished two types of features, namely (i)
strongly prompt-dependent ones, i.e., those highly associated with a specific prompt such as word n-grams and essay length; and (ii) weakly prompt-dependent ones, i.e., those matter to the essay assessment of all prompts such as grammatical errors and readability.

- **SKIPFLOW-LSTM** (Tay et al. 2018), which is a pioneering attempt to incorporate features related to the coherence of an essay (i.e., the semantic similarity between different sentences) to train an AES based on an end-to-end neural network architecture. This architecture encompasses a neural tensor layer to capture the relationship between two LSTM outputs, with the goal of automatically extracting coherence features for essay scoring.

- **CNN-LSTM-ATT** (Dong, Zhang, and Yang 2017), which is the first study to employ a neural hierarchical sentence-document architecture for AES. Specifically, this study used CNN to capture the word relations in a sentence and then LSTM to capture the sentence relations in an essay. Besides, the attention mechanism was applied to identify crucial words and sentences for assessing essay quality.

- **R$^2$BERT** (Yang et al. 2020), which is a pioneering attempt to combine the methodologies of regression and ranking in AES. Specifically, a hybrid loss with the dynamic weights of mean square error loss (i.e., regression loss) and batch-wise ListNet loss (i.e., ranking loss) is applied to fine-tune the BERT for AES.

- **BERT (3 Layers)** (Rodriguez, Jafari, and Ormerod 2019), which aims to mitigate overfitting by only using the initial three layers of BERT to produce essay representations for subsequent scoring. This configuration setting was demonstrated to yield the optimal performance after extensive experimentation of various alternative configurations and training techniques for BERT.

Similarly, we chose four representative cross-prompt methods, as described below:

- **SVM (Reduced)** (Zesch, Wojatzki, and Scholten-Akoun 2015), which is similar to SVM (Full) described above, but only using the weakly prompt-dependent features for model training.

- **RankSVM** (Chen, Xu, and He 2014), which is a representative ranking-based method for AES. A RankSVM is first trained using pair-wise essays ordered by ground-truth scores. Then, the constructed RankSVM is used to generate intermediate scores for ranking the essays, and such intermediate scores are subsequently mapped to a pre-defined scoring scale to generate the essay scores.

- **PAES** (Ridley et al. 2020), which is similar to CNN-LSTM-ATT mentioned above. However, Part-of-Speech (POS) embeddings are used here rather than word embeddings, because POS embeddings are assumed to be more effective in generating a generalized representation of an essay. Besides, this method incorporates certain weakly task-dependent features to train the AES model.

- **TDNN** (Jin et al. 2018), which introduces a pioneering two-step approach for cross-prompt essay scoring. Firstly, a RankSVM model is constructed as described above. Secondly, the RankSVM model is used to assign scores to essays in the desired target prompt, among which the essays receiving extremely high or low scores are further used to train a LSTM neural network for prompt-specific essay scoring.

**Experimental Setup**

**Data Preprocessing.** The essays without corresponding student demographic information were removed, which resulted in a total of 20,626 essays spanning 12 distinct prompts for our evaluation. Notably, four out of the five demographic attributes are in a binary form (e.g., male vs. female), except for race/ethnicity, which contains six values including White, Hispanic, Black, Asian, American Indian, and Other. As guided by (Hutt et al. 2019; Bayer, Hlosta, and Fernandez 2021), White students are regarded as the privileged group, and the others as the non-privileged group to measure the fairness of AES models.

**Feature Engineering.** The handcrafted features of the models SVM (Full/Reduced), RankSVM, PAES, and TDNN (as specified in Section Models) were derived using NLTK (Loper and Bird 2002), Stanza (Qi et al. 2020), and spaCy (Honnibal and Montani 2017). In line with previous studies (Jin et al. 2018; Ridley et al. 2020), we standardized all handcrafted features, adjusting their means to 0 and standard deviations to 1.0. The details about handcrafted features can be found in the Appendix.

**Model Construction.** We employed both TensorFlow (Paszke et al. 2019) and PyTorch (Abadi et al. 2015) frameworks for implementing the deep learning models, namely SKIPFLOW-LSTM, CNN-LSTM-ATT, R$^2$BERT, BERT (3 Layers), PAES, and TDNN (as detailed in Section Models). For traditional machine learning models (e.g., SVM), we employed Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011). For RankSVM, we employed the SVMs library 3. All the model hyperparameters were set following the guidelines specified in the original papers and can be found in the Appendix. All the model training and evaluation were performed on Google Colab Pro with 16 GB of RAM and an NVIDIA Tesla T4 GPU.

**Evaluation Procedure.** In previous studies (Mathias and Bhattacharyya 2018; Cozma, Butnaru, and Ionescu 2018; Dong, Zhang, and Yang 2017; McNamara et al. 2015), the evaluation of prompt-specific methods often involved 5-fold cross-validation. As for the evaluation of cross-prompt methods, a prompt-wise cross-validation approach is commonly employed (Ridley et al. 2020; Jin et al. 2018; Liu and Ding 2021), where essays corresponding to a target prompt are held out for testing, while the remaining essays of other prompts are utilized as training data. We adopt the same evaluation procedure as previous studies. By doing this, all the...
### Evaluation Metric

To measure accuracy, we adopt three commonly used metrics in existing AES literature (Lagakis and Demetriadis 2021): Quadratic Weighted Kappa (QWK), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC). Although QWK is designed for categorical variables, we adapted it for our regression task by utilizing a modified version suited for continuous values (Haberman 2019).

To measure fairness, we aligned with previous studies (Loukina, Madnani, and Zechner 2019; Litman et al. 2021) and adopt three metrics to measure to what extent the predictive errors of an AES model towards different student groups can be attributed to their demographic traits:

- **Overall Score Accuracy (OSA)**, which measures the parity of an AES model in terms of the variance between its predicted scores and the ground-truth scores that can be explained by students’ demographic attributes. Specifically, OSA represents the scores given by an AES model and the human rater with $S$ and $H$, respectively. Then, a linear regression is constructed with $(S - H)^2$ as the dependent variable and demographic attributes as the independent variable. OSA is calculated as the $R^2$ of this regression model.

- **Overall Score Difference (OSD)**, which is similar to OSA, but with $S - H$ (instead of $(S - H)^2$) to construct the regression model. This is designed to capture any “overestimation” or “underestimation” displayed by an AES model towards any group of students (e.g., whether the AES model tends to assign higher scores to essays written by male students while their female counterparts often receive lower scores).

- **Conditional Score Difference (CSD)**, which is similar to OSD, takes a step further by accounting for students’ language proficiency, approximated by their ground-truth essay scores. This is achieved by constructing two regression models with $S - H$ as the dependent variable, first with $S$ as the independent variable, and then with both $S$ and demographic attributes. CSD is calculated as the difference between $R^2$ of these two regression models.

The larger the OSA/OSD/CSD, the more bias an AES model has. We employed ANOVA to test whether the results of CSD were statistically significant. In addition to using OSA, OSD, and CSD to explain the scoring error variance across different demographic groups, we measured fairness from the scale perspective by adopting Mean Absolute Error Difference (MAED) (Sun, Fung, and Haghighat 2022), which calculates the difference between the MAE of the privileged and unprivileged groups. Positive MAED values indicate that the AES model holds bias towards the privileged group while negative values indicate bias towards the non-privileged group. That is, the closer a MAED is to 0, the more fair an AES model is. All the evaluation metrics were calculated using RSMTool (Madnani and Loukina 2016).

### Results

#### Results on RQ1

Limited space allows us to display tables for some prompts and one demographic; access the full tables here 4.

The predictive accuracy of the nine selected AES methods in each prompt is detailed in Table 1, which is further

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Prompt 1</th>
<th>Prompt 2</th>
<th>Prompt 3</th>
<th>Prompt 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>SVM (Full)</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SKIPFLOW-LSTM</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CNN-LSTM-ATT</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>0.855</td>
<td>0.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R^2BERT</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BERT (3 Layers)</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>0.787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>SVM (Reduced)</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.761</td>
<td>0.759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rank-SVM</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>0.584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAES</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDNN</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td>0.560</td>
<td>0.536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The predictive accuracy of the selected AES methods in each prompt. PS represents Prompt-Specific. CP represents Cross-Prompt. Bold values represent the best performance in a metric. The signs ↑ and ↓ indicate whether a higher (↑) or lower (↓) value is more preferred in a metric.
averaged and presented in Table 3. Based on these tables, two interesting observations can be made.

Firstly, prompt-specific models generally outperform cross-prompt models. As shown in Table 3, on average, QWK exhibits a 25.61% increase, the MAE shows a reduction of 23.43%, and the PCC demonstrates an enhancement of 18.06%. When comparing the best-performing prompt-specific model BERT (3 Layers) and its best-performing cross-prompt counterpart (i.e., SVM (Reduced)), the performance gap is 9.00% in QWK, 8.71% in MAE, and 5.42% in PCC. On the other hand, in line with previous research (Zesch, Wojatzki, and Scholten-Akoun 2015; Cozma, Butnaru, and Ionescu 2018), we observed that prompt-specific models tended to display greater robustness compared to cross-prompt ones, as evidenced by the variances shown in Table 3. This is due to the more challenging nature of the cross-prompt essay scoring as it cannot leverage prompt-specific features (e.g., n-grams) that directly contribute to the accurate evaluation of an essay.

Secondly, when scrutinizing the prompt-specific models, we observe that models based on deep neural networks are consistently superior to those based on traditional machine learning techniques. For instance, the best performing model BERT (3 Layers) achieved an average performance of up to 0.811 (QWK), 0.440 (MAE), and 0.817 (PCC). Notably, this model also achieved the highest level of robustness as indicated by the lowest variances (as low as 0.001) among all the prompt-specific models. However, when scrutinizing the cross-prompt models, we have the contrary finding, i.e., the traditional machine learning method SVM (Reduced) exhibits the highest performance compared to all the other deep learning methods (namely PAES and TDNN). This implies that, in the cross-prompt setting, simple models can effectively discern significant patterns of quality essays by using weakly prompt-dependent features, while complex models based on deep neural networks (e.g., TDNN, which is an advanced version of RankSVM) have the tendency to overfit non-target-prompt essays, thereby diminishing their ability to generalize effectively.

**Results on RQ2**

The predictive fairness was evaluated by using all the five available demographic attributes, among which we observed that an AES model’s bias is frequently associated with a student’s economic status. The predictive bias of AES methods in different prompts is given in Table 2, which are further
summarized and presented in Table 3. This aligns with the findings presented in previous studies (Abdu-Raheem 2015), i.e., there exists a relationship between students’ academic achievements and their parents’ socio-economic status. On the other hand, gender is the attribute in which AES models display relatively fewer biases in our case.

When delving into the results of economic status presented in Table 2 and Table 3, we observe that prompt-specific models generally displayed more bias compared to their cross-prompt counterparts. Specifically, when centering on the metrics of OSA, OSD, and CSD, the average number of prompts that the prompt-specific models were diagnosed to have bias is greater than that of the cross-prompt models, namely 2.0 vs. 0.5 in OSA, 2.4 vs. 2.25 in OSD, and 2.4 vs. 1.25 in CSD. On the other hand, when calculating the average of the absolute MAED values, the performance of prompt-specific models is 2.63% higher than that of the cross-prompt models. It should be noted that cross-prompt models tended to favor the non-privileged group (i.e., three out of four models displayed positive MAED values) while prompt-specific models were more likely to favor the privileged group (i.e., four out of the five models displayed negative MAED values).

When scrutinizing the fairness displayed by individual models in the prompt-specific setting, we observe that SVM (Full) is superior to the other methods, with only two prompts detected with bias measured in OSD and a minimal MAED value of -0.006. This model is followed by BERT (3 Layers), which was diagnosed to be biased in three prompts and with a MAED value of -0.005. Recall the RQ1 results presented in Table 1 and Table 3, BERT (3 Layers) demonstrated the highest predictive accuracy and robustness. This further strengthens the superiority of AES models based on meticulously fine-tuned pre-trained large language models in the prompt-specific setting, which can simultaneously achieve high accuracy and fairness. A similar conclusion can be drawn for the cross-prompt models. That is when pursuing generalizability, simple models based on well-investigated machine learning models such as SVM coupled with informative hand-crafted features might be preferable to complex models based on deep neural networks to achieve not only accurate but also fair evaluation.

### Discussion and Conclusion

To better support instructors and educators in selecting approximate AES models, we carefully selected nine representative AES approaches, covering both prompt-specific and cross-prompt categories. Subsequently, we evaluated the effectiveness of these methods on an open-sourced dataset with five demographic attributes using seven distinct metrics that account for both accuracy and fairness. Upon scrutinizing the results, we derive the subsequent implications and acknowledge the limitations of our study.

**Implications.** Firstly, the results reveal a 9.00% QWK gap, 8.71% MAE gap, and 5.42% PCC gap between the top-performing prompt-specific model (BERT (3 Layers)) and the best cross-prompt model (SVM (Reduced)). This suggests that choosing SVM (Reduced) could improve generalizability, although with some accuracy trade-offs. Secondly, BERT (3 Layers) excels in fairness (MAED of -0.005, just 0.001 apart from the best) and achieves the highest accuracy in prompt-specific settings, making it a strong recommendation for such settings. CNN-LSTM-ATT delivers top fairness (MAED of 0.004) and the second-best accuracy (2.7% QWK decrease from the best) in prompt-specific settings, making it another strong recommendation.

**Limitations.** We acknowledged the following limitations of our study. Firstly, our experiments were restricted to a single dataset, underscoring the need to enhance the broader applicability of our findings through the inclusion of supplementary datasets in our evaluation process. Secondly, our analysis was predominantly centered around evaluating fairness, without providing definite solutions for addressing the identified fairness disparities. In future research, our emphasis will be on mitigating model unfairness while upholding an acceptable level of accuracy.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>↑QWK</th>
<th>σ²</th>
<th>↓MAE</th>
<th>σ²</th>
<th>↑PCC</th>
<th>σ²</th>
<th>OSA</th>
<th>OSD</th>
<th>CSD</th>
<th>MAED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>SVM (Full)</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SKIPFLOW-LSTM</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CNN-LSTM-ATT</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R²BERT</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BERT (3 Layers)</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>SVM (Reduced)</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rank-SVM</td>
<td>0.579</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.613</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.643</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAES</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.643</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TDNN</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The average accuracy performance and overall fairness performance for Economic Status of the selected AES methods across all prompts. σ² represents variance. PS represents Prompt-Specific. CP represents Cross-Prompt. Bold values represent the best performance in a metric. The signs ↑ and ↓ indicate whether a higher (↑) or lower (↓) value is more preferred in a metric. Cells in OSA, OSD, and CSD denote the number of prompts in which an AES method was diagnosed to have predictive bias, e.g., the number of cells with values other than ‘ns’ in Table 2. Cells in MAED represent the average MAED of all prompts.
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